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Abstract. Mobile user data mining focuses on finding useful and interesting 
knowledge out from raw data collected from mobile users. Frequency pattern 
and location dependent mobile user data mining are among the algorithm used 
in this field. Parallel pattern, our previous proposed method, extracts how a 
group of mobile users makes similar decisions, such as by moving towards the 
similar direction, or by viewing similar contents at the same time. Parallel 
pattern is triggered group behaviour of mobile users. This paper reports our 
refinement work on parallel pattern which incorporated refinement of the 
relationships among parallel patterns, or relationship pattern, which shows 
how ‘similarities of decisions’ are related to each other. Effects found are such 
as conditional relationship, where one parallel pattern has to happen before the 
next one occurs. Other effects includes associative, sequential and loop pattern 
effects. Our performance evaluation reports how relationship pattern performs 
in real life dataset and synthetic dataset and discusses some potential 
implementation issues. 

1 Introduction 

With the penetrate rate [1] of mobile technologies into the consumer market 
industry, many consumers are using mobile equipments in different situations in their 
life. Since mobile users usually carries mobile equipments most of the time, and the 
mobile equipment stays in touch with the mobile network access point at all times, 
source data that encompasses the behaviour of mobile users could be captured. 
Capturing this large amount of source data helps producing quality knowledge [11, 
13, 15]. 

Mobile user data mining [11-15, 24] is a domain of data mining which emphasizes 
on developing methods into finding useful and interesting patterns from source data 
generated by mobile users. Data mining [3, 4] has been studied in many domains such 
as time series environment [5, 16-18], web based environment [6, 9, 10], geographical 
based environment [7, 8, 21, 22, 25] and location dependent environment [12, 20, 22, 
23]. Enhancements in the area of data mining in general are also being developed, 
such as security enhancements [27] and efficiency in rules generation enhancements 
[26, 28, 29]. 



Mobile user data mining [12, 15, 22, 24] focuses extensively on mobile users and 
the mobile equipment that they carry. Parallel pattern [13, 15] is our previously 
proposed method designed to find out similarities of decisions made by mobile users. 
In a mobile environment, there is a pattern that exists whereby similarities of 
decisions are taken among mobile users within a short period of time. The objective 
of this paper is to overcome the shortcomings of the previous proposed parallel 
pattern that only shows only one way relationship of similar change of states. In the 
interest of space, details on mobile user data mining is not provided. 

2 Background 

Parallel pattern [13, 15] finds out similarities of decision such as physical 
movements, or access to contents from the web, among mobile users. The word 
parallel in the parallel pattern reflects the event that happens at the same direction at 
the same time, such as two separation events from mobile user 1 and mobile user 2 to 
go from a fashion shop to a grocery shop within a specified period of time. The 
pattern in the word parallel pattern reflects the component to find out the pattern 
trend. If there is a pattern, 1) it is more likely to have reasons behind it 2) the pattern 
is likely to be repeated in the future. Therefore the study of parallel pattern provides a 
framework for understanding of mobile environment. 

 
Definition 1 (General): The general definition of events, time, locations and 

mobile users in the mobile environment is as follows. 
Let E = {e1, e2, …, en} be the set of events. 
Let T = {t1, t2, …, tn} be the set of time. 
Let L = {l1, l2, …, ln} be the set of location or theme. 
Let M = {m1, m2, …, mn} be the set of mobile users. 
 
Definition 2 (Event): The mobile environment is a space over a time series where 

mobile users move freely as they wish and intends. Each event is recorded with the 
time and the mobile user identification and their movement from and movement to in 
a single event. 
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Definition 3 (Window): The window is a specified timeframe, from time_start to 

time_end where events within this window are treated as occurred within the same 
window. Two events happening in two different window is considered as remote to 
each other such that: E{M, L(from, to), T], where T > time_start and T < time_end. 

 
Definition 4 (Parallel Pattern): The parallel pattern is a trend evidenced by a 

higher than threshold volume of similar parallel activities occurring within the same 
window period of time such that: Parallel Pattern = E(from, to), where T > time_start 
and T < time_end and ),(),(:),( tofromEtofromEtofromE yx =∀ . 



There are two types of parallel pattern [13, 15], namely physical parallel pattern 
and logical parallel pattern. The principle behind both is the same but the application 
environments among them are different. Physical parallel pattern looks at the physical 
location that mobile user travels, which are identified by means of geographical 
coordinates. Logical parallel pattern, on the other hand, looks at how the current 
logical state of the mobile user. This can be described as such that mobile user being 
currently in a shopping centre, even when some are in a shopping centre in the north 
of the city, and some are in a shopping centre in the south of the city. Logical parallel 
pattern treats them the same. 

3 Proposed Method: Relationship among Parallel Patterns 

Relationship parallel pattern is our proposed method, which examines the 
relationships among parallel patterns – relationship patterns. There are four kinds of 
relationships among parallel patterns in a static node. These four relationships are 
namely conditional, associative, and sequential and loop relationship among parallel 
patterns. 

3.1 Conditional Relationship 

Definition 5 (Conditional Relationship): Let P be a list of parallel patterns found 
from a mobile user data mining episode. Let C be the condition for which two parallel 
patterns exists. Let P = {p1, p2, p3, …, pn}. Let C = {c1, c2, c3, …, cn}, where P is a list 
of parallel patterns, and C is a list of conditions. Let Cref to be the reference condition 
which determines the existence of the relationship. Conditional relationship for two 
parallel patterns px, py is such that: Cn (p1, p2). Where Cn = Cref. Consider there is a 
conditional parallel pattern, P1 being Parallel Pattern 1 and P2 being Parallel Pattern 
2, {If P1 = True Then P2} in the sample which consists of {P1, P2, P3, P4}. P1 must 
occur first before any P2 occurrence can occur. Once P2 have occurred, and if P1 
occur after P2, then the statement no longer holds true. On the other hand, P2 must 
not occur before P1 have occurred. Finally, the statement must satisfy the confidence 
requirement, that is, must be sufficient frequent enough within the window sample in 
order to be qualified as a conditional parallel pattern. 
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Figure 1: Conditional Relationship among Parallel Patterns 

 
Figure 1 shows the diagrammatic representation of conditional parallel pattern. 

Each arrow represents a parallel pattern found from previous data mining exercise, 
and all parallel patterns were drawn from within a static node in the centre. In the 
diagram, the left arrow shows a TRUE sign and the right arrow shows a THEN 
HAPPEN signs. It represents a conditional relationship in between these two parallel 



patterns. For example, consider the parallel pattern on the left is P1 and the parallel 
pattern on the right is P2. If the algorithm finds out at most of the time, P2 only 
happens after P1 have occurred, then it can determine the confidence of conditional 
relationship among these two parallel patterns. Conditional parallel pattern occurs 
when one parallel pattern B occurs only after parallel pattern A occurred. It is not a 
conditional parallel pattern if there are instances in the window where parallel pattern 
B occurred before the occurrence of parallel pattern A. Therefore, this relationship 
must hold true at all times. 

Figure 2 shows the algorithm for conditional parallel pattern. The algorithm first 
parses the list of source data and checks one set of parallel patterns which consists of 
two parallel patterns. Conditional parallel pattern is found when Parallel Pattern A 
always occurs with Parallel Pattern B within the same or immediately after the same 
time point, and that Parallel Pattern B never exist without the existence of Parallel 
Pattern A. When both of the conditions are satisfied, the two parallel patterns are 
marked as conditional parallel pattern. 

 
Boolean Conditional Parallel Pattern (Pattern 1, Pattern 2) { 
    For I = 0 to countPatterns (Parallel Patterns) Do 
        Boolean Result = False; 
        For J = 0 to countPatterns (Parallel Patterns) Do 
            X = Parallel Pattern 1; 
            Y = Parallel Pattern 2; 
            If (X < Y) && (X !> Y) Then Result = True; 
            Else Result = False; 
    Return Result; 
} 

Figure 2: Conditional Parallel Pattern 

3.2 Associative Relationship 

Definition 6 (Associative Relationship): Let T be a time sequence of {t1, t2, .., tn}. 
Let P be a list of parallel pattern {p1, p2, .., pn}. Consider the following list of input 
{t1=p1, t2=p1, p2, t3=p3, t4=p4} and the unit of buffer is 1 time unit. Therefore, since p1 
and p2 occurred at t2 itself, it qualifies as an associative parallel pattern because they 
both occurred at a precise time point. On the other hand, the fact that p1 and p2 
occurred at t1 and t2 are considered relatively near as the time buffer is 1 unit, which is 
exactly what is happening right now. Therefore, the above fact also qualifies p1 and p2 
as an associative parallel pattern: (Ex, Ey) : time(Ex) = time(Ey), and frequency (Ex, Ey) 
� frequency_threshold. 

Figure 3 shows the diagrammatic representation of associative parallel pattern. It 
can be observed that during time 1, two parallel patterns occurred at the same time. 
During time 2, there are also two parallel patterns occurred at the same time. Figure 4 
shows the algorithm for mining associative parallel pattern. The algorithm first 
receives the list of transactions and the conditions specified by the user. Conditional 
parallel pattern is designed to find out frequent instances that two parallel pattern 
occurring within the relatively same period of time, in this case, ± 5 seconds. Once 
they are found, they are marked as associative parallel pattern. Associative properties 
occur when two parallel patterns occurring at the same time. As the chances of two 



parallel patterns happening at precisely the same time, such as precision up to 1 
millisecond is very rare, therefore, it should be adjusted so that parallel patterns that 
are happening at somewhere nearby timeframe will prevent the situation of too much 
precision returning too little result. 
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Figure 3: Associative Parallel Pattern 

 
Boolean Associative Parallel Pattern (Parallel Pattern List) { 
    Boolean Result = False; 
    For I = 0 to countSequence(Parallel Pattern List) Do 
        If (countFrequency(I) > freq_threshold) Then 
            List(I).Status = Frequent; 
        Else List(I).Status = Infrequent; 
    For All List.Status = Frequent Do 
        L = formCombination(attribute_length); 
        L.frequency = countFrequency(L, List); 
        If (L.frequency > support) Then Result = True; 
        Else Result = False; 
 } 

Figure 4: Associative Parallel Pattern 

3.3 Sequential Relationship 

Definition 7 (Sequence Relationship): The sequence relationship pattern {e1, e2, 
e3, e4} represent a sequence of events, each item being an event, such that one event 
happens one after the previous event. In this case, e1 � e2 � e3 � e4. In this case, e1 
depends on nothing, e2 depends on e1, e3 depends on e2 and e1, e4 depends on e3, e2 
and e1. Therefore, sequential parallel pattern can be seen as a sequence of conditional 
parallel pattern. Figure 5 illustrates: frequency(Etime=1 � Etime=2 � Etime=3 � Etime=4) � 
frequency_threshold. 
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Figure 5: Sequential Parallel Pattern 



Figure 6 shows the algorithm for mining sequential parallel pattern. The algorithm 
first receives the list of parallel pattern and the confidence threshold. After receiving 
these inputs, the list of transactions in the windows are examined by matching each 
pass of window with a sequence of possible sequential parallel pattern. The frequency 
of occurrence for each sequence are then recorded and divided by the window size to 
show the confidence of the sequence being a sequential parallel pattern. If the 
condition are satisfied, that is the sequence occurs frequent enough to be considered 
high confidence, then the sequence will be accepted as a sequential parallel pattern. 

 
Boolean Sequential Parallel Pattern (Parallel Pattern List) { 
    For I = 0 to formSequence(Parallel Pattern List) Do 
        Boolean Result = False; 
        SQ = currentSequence(); 
        If countOccurence(SQ) > sequence_threshold) Then 
            If (last(SQ) = nextFirst(SQ) – 1) Then Result = False; 
            Result = True; 
        Else Result = False; 
    Return Result; 
} 

Figure 6: Sequential Parallel Pattern 

3.4 Loop Relationship 

Definition 8 (Loop Relationship): Consider the sequential parallel pattern of {p1, 
p2, p3, p4, p5}. It qualifies as a loop parallel pattern when p1 occurs after p5 have 
occurred and p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5 follows a sequence relationship, that is, one occurs 
after the previous. 

Let S be a list of sequence. Sref is the reference sequence in which it has occurred 
frequently to be considered a sequential relationship pattern. Loop Relationship = 
time1(Sref) � time2(Sref) By finding the circular relationships among parallel patterns, 
it can be said that each circular relationship refers to a phenomenon. A phenomenon is 
something reoccurs at various frequencies, but the whole cycle do repeats itself. Of 
course, the window size must be large enough to accommodate the possible loop size 
of the circular flow. Furthermore, there must exist for a few repetition of the circular 
relationship in order to suggest a high confidence of the statement. 
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Figure 7: Loop Parallel Pattern 

 



Figure 7 shows the diagrammatic representation of loop parallel pattern. It can be 
seen that there are two sets of parallel pattern that occurs over the same period amount 
of time, namely time series {1, 3, 5, 7} and {2, 4, 6, 8}. Figure 8 shows the algorithm 
to find the loop characteristics among the parallel patterns. The loop characteristic is 
an extension of multiple reoccurrence of sequential parallel pattern without any break. 
If a loop parallel pattern is found, it shows that there is a highly significant 
reoccurrence of patterns, in which during random events are highly unlikely. 
However, this algorithm is written to preserve the need in case this actually occurs so 
that it could be detected. 

 
Boolean Loop Parallel Pattern (Parallel Pattern List) { 
    For I = 0 to formSequence(Parallel Pattern List) Do { 
        Boolean Result = False; 
        SQ = currentSequence(); 
        If countOccurence(SQ) > sequence_threshold) Then { 
            If (last(SQ) = nextFirst(SQ) – 1) Then Result = True; 
            Else Result = False; 
        Else Result = False; 
    Return Result; 
} 

Figure 8: Loop Parallel Pattern 

4 Performance Evaluation 

Performance evaluation is performed under an IBM PC Pentium IV 384MB 
memory environment. Dataset used are R, R3 and R5 derived from dataset generator, 
with random seed derived from generation of integers with repetition but fixed within 
a specified range. The objective is to examine the relationship among the window size 
towards the responsiveness of finding relationships among parallel pattern. Therefore, 
data for window size 10 is towards time 10, window size 20 is towards time 20, 
window size 30 is towards time 30. Figure 9 shows the chart for random source data 
from random.org [19]. The randomness is sourced from atmospheric noise and fed 
into the seed for random number generator. 

 
Variable Description 
window Size of window used to perform data mining. 

frequency Frequency of occurrence for a certain pattern. 
 

Dataset Description 
R Fully random dataset. 

R3 Sequence repeated after 3 units of time interval. 
R5 Sequence repeated after 5 units of time interval. 

Figure 10: Description for R, R3 and R5 Datasets 
 
Figure 10 shows the description of variables involved in the performance 

evaluation and description of individual dataset used for performance evaluation, 
namely {R, R3 and R5}. Due to lack of real life dataset, performance evaluation is 



conducted using synthetic dataset. These synthetic dataset are obtained from a random 
number generator with the seed being replaced via atmospheric noise. R, also known 
as Random or R1 is a truly random dataset, and it sets as a baseline of a data where no 
pattern can be found as the whole dataset is random. R3 and R5 are repeated dataset, 
where R3 have a repeat every 3 units of time interval and R5 have a repeat every 5 
units of interval. The reason for doing so is to create some form of artificial patterns, 
so that the algorithms can extract the patterns out. 
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Figure 11: Performance Result using R, R3 and R5 Datasets 

 
Figure 11 shows the performance result for the 4 different mining algorithms under 

the 3 different dataset configuration under 3 different window sizes. For conditional 
relationship pattern, it was observed that during the course of testing Dataset R3 
always returns higher result than Dataset R5. For sequential relationship pattern, it 
was observed that the trend of graph is growing gradually, and this is caused by 
increasing window size in the x axis. R3 is always higher than R5 because there are 
more complete repetitions in R3 than R5 dataset. For associative relationship pattern, 
it was observed that the reading is growing up because window size is increasing in 
the x axis. R3 and R5 happen to be equal number of reading because of coincidence. 
For loop relationship pattern, it was observed that no loop parallel pattern is found, 
due to its rare occurrence. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper reports our work on finding relationships among parallel pattern - 
relationship pattern. Conditional relationship represents a movement patterns 
happening one after another such as if users move from A to B, then it is likely that 



users will move from C to D as well. Sequence relationship represents a movement 
patterns happening in sequence such as if users move from A to B, then it is likely for 
users to move from C to D, and the it is likely that users will move from E to F after 
this. Association relationship represents movement patterns happening at the same 
time such as users will move from A to B or C to D at the same time. Loop 
relationship represents patterns that repeat itself once finished and it is a sequential 
relationship where the last occurrence of pattern connects back to the first occurrence 
of pattern, such as users will move to A to B, then C to D, then E to F, and then 
pattern of users moving from A to B will occur again. 

It represents a progress towards a higher level of mobile user data mining from the 
previously found patterns in the lower level. With higher level of knowledge being 
found, higher level knowledge represents knowledge that are rich and simplified as 
higher level knowledge is extracted based on the summary of previously found 
knowledge. It has been concluded that the ability for the proposed method being able 
to find knowledge at a higher level, it is recommended for mobile user data mining. 
Our future work for this research area is to extend the concept of high level quality 
knowledge mining over other areas such as frequency pattern [11], group pattern 
[24], association rules [3], and sequential patterns [4]. 
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